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        The   transporter   entered   a   shallow   flight   path   just   south   of   the 
  mountains     which   once   had   been   the   Balearic   Islands,   and   north   of   the 
  reclaimed lands won from the bed of the old Mediterranean Sea, adjacent to 
  what   had   once   been   the   port   of   Algiers.   As   with   most   of   the   other   cities 
  devastated during the time of the Destruction, little attempt had been made to 
  reuse the site. Instead, a new city had been raised some kilometres to the 
  east, on the other side of the bay. The subsequent reclamation of the sea bed 
  after the Gibralter Dam had been constructed, had isolated the old bay and 
  the new city.
        They crossed the shoreline of the Western Basin and followed a glide 
  path   over   a   series   of   lakes   and   their   surrounding   polders   and   separating 
  drainage canals. At this point, a great deal of the sea bed between the two 
  continents,   had   been   reclaimed.   Marcus   stirred   a   little   impatiently,   the 
  configuration of the ship prevented them from seeing the mighty wall of the 
  dam, which stretched for      some twenty kilometres across the old entrance 
  to the Atlantic. He murmured softly.
        "We see some of the impressive accomplishments of our host, I think."
        Leah was immediately defensive.
          "Would  you  prefer   to  find   something   which  isn't   impressive?  In   any 
  case, Joshua Aristides is too young to be held responsible for the reclamation 
  - or for the planning of the Gibralter Dam."
          Marcus grinned.
        "I forgot - you are an avid studier of Profiles! You probably know more 
  about the poor man than he knows about himself!"
        "It's my job! Asher demands the latest and most complete information 
  about all those with whom he has to deal."
          "And especially - Joshua Aristides."
        "No more and no less!" 
          Marcus laughed softly.
        "I'm only teasing  you,  Leah!  You  are  so tense!  Relax - you're  soon 
  going to meet the man of your dreams!"
        He won a forced smile but she remained correctly businesslike for the 
  few minutes it took for the shuttle to describe a sweeping bank to the north 
  before coming down to the Europa field. He waited patiently whilst she took 
  her time to assemble her small amount of hand luggage and generally tried to 
  give the impression of efficient inefficiency. It was a peculiar combination. He 
  formed the opinion that she was trying to delay the impending meeting for as 
  long  as possible.  In  the  end, he  took her by the  elbow and  propelled  her 
  gently towards the exit.
        "I'm sorry, Marcus! I didn't realise you were in a hurry!"
        "I'm in no particular hurry. On the other hand, I don't want to see our 
  transportation   disappearing   into   the   distance,   on   the   assumption   that   we 
  didn't catch the flight."
        "I might remind you that he's only expecting you!"
        "All the greater the delightful surprise he's about to receive!"



        They   emerged   from   the   door   of   the   transporter   and   into   the   short 
  transit   passage   leading   to   a   reception   lounge.   Joshua   Aristides   stood 
  patiently   waiting   in   its   centre.   His   eyes   widened   in   surprise   when   he   saw 
  Leah emerge with Marcus trailing behind. He walked forward quickly.
        "What a pleasant surprise, Leah!"
          "Marcus prevailed on me to make the trip, Mr. Aristides. I hope I won't 
  be in the way?"
        "On   the   contrary   -   your   presence   will   enhance   what   was   already   a 
  pleasant prospect to enjoy a new friend. Good to see you, Brother Marcus!"
        "I have been eagerly looking forward to my visit, Brother Joshua."
        He led the way to a large Pod and escorted them aboard. Once inside, 
  he   led   them   to   a   lounge   and   gestured   to   seats.   A   steward   served 
  refreshments and  then  withdrew.  In  the  meantime, the  ship  had  risen  and 
  appeared to be heading back along the coast of the old sea. Joshua's smile 
  broadened, as soon as they were alone. He took Leah's hand and looked at 
  Marcus.
        "I have been told that you are very resourceful, Brother Marcus - but 
  finding the means to bring Leah to me is surely one of your more outstanding 
    accomplishments."
          Marcus laughed softly.
          "There used to be custom that when paying a visit, one brought a gift 
  for the host. Let us just say, I thought I would revive a charming old tradition!"
          Joshua nodded and continued to hold Leah's hand. Marcus noted that 
  her tenseness appeared to have evaporated.
        "By  way  of   explanation,   we   are   travelling   to   my  headquarters   -   the 
  home my ancestor built after the Devastation. He chose a place high in the 
  Sierra   Nevada.   The   highest   point   of   the   Sierra   is   nearly   three   and   a   half 
  thousand metres above the previous level of the Great Sea. I suppose we've 
  added another several hundred metres on to that, by our drainage projects."
        He   sounded   vague   but   Marcus   had   the   impression   that   he   knew 
  precisely how many extra metres had been added. Joel might have seized on 
  it and said  that it was indicative  of a nature  attuned  to  deception.  Marcus 
  dismissed the thought. He had already promised himself that he was going to 
  try to find out what made Joshua Aristides tick - and that wasn't going to be 
  helped by the preconceived opinions of Father Joel. Joshua was on queue.
          "And how is my good friend and worthy debating adversary, Joel? I ask 
  the same of you, Leah - how is Asher?"
        She answered.
          "Asher keeps good health, Joshua. He sends his greetings of peace."
        "I thank you, Leah - so, he is aware of your coming?"
        "I wouldn't be here unless he had sanctioned it, Joshua."
          Joshua nodded and turned to Marcus.
          "And Father Joel - how is he?"
        "As well as a man of his years can expect to be, Brother Joshua."
          Joshua shook his head sadly.
        "The   years   begin   to   make   their   mark   on   many   of   those   in   whose 
  wisdom we have trusted. The clarity of their vision tends to become clouded. I 
  know of many in my own company, whose advice I could once trust, but now, 
  I have to turn to younger men."



        "I'm glad to say that Father Joel appears to be as clear thinking  as 
  ever. There's nothing to point to a clouding of his mind. In fact, I would say 
  that it is like a rapier. He comes to the point with absolute accuracy and once 
  he is committed to a course, he remains firm."
          Joshua smiled gently.
        "I am so happy to know that you have such a wonderful mentor, my 
  dear Marcus. I presume his infirmities are more of a physical nature?"
        "He admits to feeling more tired these days - but nothing else."
          Joshua nodded
        "We must pray that he will be spared for many more years - but then, 
  he   refuses   to   accept   that   we   might   have   a   future   beyond   the   year   one 
  thousand. I presume that he hasn't changed that opinion?"
        "I repeat what I said, Joshua - He has a mind like a rapier. He comes 
  to the point with absolute accuracy and once he is committed to a course, he 
  remains firm!"
          Joshua smiled again and nodded.
        "Of such material are the stalwarts of the Kingdom made."
        He gestured through the window.
        "There, you can see the fore runners of the Sierra Nevada. This is the 
  ancient land of Granada and was once ruled by those who swept all before 
  them to plant the standard of Islam."
        Leah interjected.
        "Now, we wait for Gog, who will seek to sweep away the last remnants 
  of the Kingdom of Peace."
          Marcus   watched   Joshua's   face,   he   thought   he   saw   a   shadow   of 
  surprise   surface,   before   it   was   hidden   again   under   the   ready   smile.   He 
  laughed.
        "It sounds as if you have gained a convert, Marcus!"
        "I can't claim that distinction, Joshua. Leah has her own thoughts on 
  that subject."
        The smile faded and their host looked serious.
        "It is a matter of record that this particular subject is causing a certain 
  amount   of   anxiety   among   the   general   population.   Have   either   of   you 
  experienced   anything   similar?   As   far   as   I   can   determine,   none   of   the 
  discussions   formal   or   otherwise,   have   come   to   the   knowledge   of   anyone 
  outside   of   the   circle   of   the   Administrators.   I   consider   it   a   worrying 
    development."
        Leah retrieved her hand from Joshua's grasp and laid it in her lap.
          "There is always one other explanation, Joshua. Our fellow citizens of 
  the Kingdom are well aware that the thousand years is nearly over. They are 
  well informed of the teaching of our Lord Jesus and the Firstlings. They do 
  not rely on the discussions of the Administrators to help them to face what 
  they believe  is to happen. Father Joel  and Asher have  been  pressing  the 
  point that the population has to be prepared in practical terms for what they 
  believe  is about to happen.  Our fellow citizens are  anxious,  because  they 
  also are trying to make individual preparations."
          Joshua was silent, watching the passing peaks catching the evening 
  sunlight. It was incredibly beautiful and all three felt the need to suspend their 
  discussion to give the view their undivided attention - it deserved it. Joshua 



  broke the silence.
        "The   creation   of   Our   Father   is   so   wonderful.   Man   sometimes   has 
  managed to capture a fleeting moment of that cascade of changing colours 
  and shadows, but Our Father has laid it in the creation, as a repetitive event 
  to be enjoyed as one sunset follows the other. Is it so hard to understand how 
  there are some who say that our Eternal Father - who changes not - is not 
  governed by the suppositions of man? There are some who say that He will 
  not   eliminate   the   entire   universe,   so   that   a   particular   date   on   a   calendar 
  devised for the use of mankind, can be satisfied. There are those who say 
  that the creation is too wonderful, too incredible and that to destroy it would 
  be - an act of vandalism!"
          Marcus looked sharply into the face of their host.
          "Vandalism is a strong word, Joshua - "
        "I emphasise, I was quoting - it is not my word!"
        "I'm  glad   to   hear   it!   Our   Heavenly   Father   is   no   vandal!   If   an   artist 
  creates a work of art - something beautiful, but he isn't satisfied with it, isn't 
  he entitled to destroy it if he pleases? It is his creation and it is his right to 
  destroy   his   own   work   -   isn't   that   so?   Incidentally,   I   understand   that   the 
  Vandals also walked in this land before the coming of Islam?"
          "You would appear to know your history, Marcus."
        "I also know and accept, that man is the crown of creation. Our Father 
  decreed it so. The creation is that which surrounds man, it was devised for 
  him. When man no longer requires the surroundings of the physical creation, 
  beautiful   though   it   might   be,   it   will   have   served   its   purpose   and   can   be 
  discarded!" 
        The Pod had descended below the altitude of the higher peaks and 
  into a long valley between parallel ranges.
        "At one time, the peaks were always covered with snow down to about 
  three thousand metres. Now, of course, we do not have snow this far south."
          Joshua had changed the subject once more. The valley floor and the 
  flanks of the hills were covered with cultivated fields and the Pod progressed 
  slowly over them. There was other traffic, Pods heading back along the valley 
  towards   the   ancient   straits,   or   north   and   south,   over   the   soaring   ranges. 
  Joshua laughed.
          "Sometimes, I think we live  in the middle of a city, there is so much 
  traffic. I hasten to add, it isn't always so busy. I think I can promise you a 
  reasonably tranquil visit, with plenty of opportunity for leisure."
        "We   wouldn't   want   to   be   the   cause   of   you   neglecting   your   duties, 
  Brother Joshua."
          Joshua waved a dismissive hand.
        "I would be a poor Administrator if I hadn't a capable staff to handle 
  most of the workload. We have all learned to set captains over our tens and 
  fifties and hundreds, Marcus. Moses was very fortunate to have such a wise 
  father-in-law.   Today,   we   follow   a   time   honoured   pattern,   even   the   first 
  Apostles were advised to create the first ministry, that of the deacon, to keep 
  order   and   to   ensure   that   everyone   received   their   correct   portion   of   the 
  common meal."
        The Pod was skimming the cultivated ground and soon descended on 
  to a landing pad. Joshua rose from his seat and led the way to the outside. 



  Marcus   took   note   that   he   politely   extended   his   hand   to   Leah,   but   didn't 
  attempt to hold on to it once she was clear of the ramp. A small posse of his 
  staff were on hand to take care of the baggage.
          Marcus looked around him and was suitably impressed. The house of 
  Joshua   Aristides   was   renowned   for   its   position,   its   size   and   its   artistic 
  elegance. The reports had not been exaggerated. It was a miniature palace, 
  the sort of place one would have expected to be the home of a monarch or a 
  head of state, prior to the time of the Destruction. Marcus felt uneasy and 
  couldn't quite come to grips with what prompted the feeling. 
          There   was   no   reason   to   suppose   that   someone   had   had   to   be 
  deprived,   in   order   to   provide   for   Joshua   Aristides,   for   everyone   in   the 
  Kingdom had sufficient and there were no restrictions on the size or design of 
  a habitation. Self accountability was the criterion by which all decisions were 
  assessed. Perhaps, it was this which was worrying Marcus. The measure of 
  self accountability for Joshua appeared to be different to that which Marcus 
  would have applied. Joshua said casually.
        "As you can see, this place is almost a miniature town! I can assure 
  you that I live in only a small portion of it. The rest houses the offices of the 
  Administration, we find it a useful combination which saves a great deal of 
  commuting. I suppose Joel and Asher have come to the same conclusion?"
        Leah saved Marcus from answering.
          "Jerusalem is a tight little city, Joshua. The Administration is housed in 
  various buildings."
          "Much the same applies in Salem."
        By this time, they were mounting the cascade of stone steps which led 
  to a doorway which was almost a cavern. Once again, Joshua refrained from 
  taking Leah's arm. His voice was almost a conspiratorial whisper.
          "We're taking a short cut through the offices and across the garden - 
  it's quicker that way!" 
        He   sounded   like   a   schoolboy   on   his   way   to   steal   apples.   Marcus 
  glanced   at   Leah,   the   expression   of   apprehension   had   returned.   He   half 
  expected for them to be challenged as they marched the length of a great 
  marble hall, whose ceiling was several stories above their head. In reality, it 
  was a tunnel which pierced the building from front to back. The bright sunlight 
  at the far end beckoned them. Marcus suppressed a ridiculous urge to break 
  into a trot.
        To   each   side,   lateral   corridors   fed   off   to   the   wings   of   the   building. 
  There was a constant traffic of personnel across and along their path. Joshua 
  greeted them all, it was clear that he was highly popular. He seemed to have 
  no inclination to introduce his guests to those they met, or to pause in the 
  hasty traverse of the building. Eventually, they emerged into a miniature park 
  - it could hardly be described as a garden. It was manicured into perfection. 
  Some   of   the   trees   were   immense,   clearly   dating   from   early   times   in   the 
  Kingdom,  when   there   had   been   an   almost  frenetic   impulse   to   replant   that 
  which had been swept away in the Destruction. Joshua gestured to a grove of 
  massive oaks.
        "My father planted those himself, it was in the ninety-fourth year of the 
  Kingdom - just think, nine hundred and one years old!"
          Abruptly,   they  emerged  from  the   twisting   paths  of  the  parkland   and 



  stopped in their tracks. The house standing across their path, was a jewel. It 
  was the only way Marcus could find to describe it. 
        "My father built that too - in the year eighty-five. Aristides is a Greek 
  name, as you would have deduced. My father drew on his memories of his 
  ancestral home."
        "He never thought to return there, Joshua?"
          Joshua shook his head.
        "No, Marcus - Our Lord had other plans for Spiros Aristides. He was 
  placed here, at the other end of the Mediterranean."
        The villa was on Grecian lines, flanked by sweeping columns. It was 
  white, the reflected, powerful enhanced light of the sun, making it almost eye 
  hurting. It was surrounded by a tumultuous display of flowering shrubs and 
  shady trees. Here and there, were pools which glinted brightly. There was the 
  sound   of   water,   tantalisingly   hidden   somewhere   in   the   trees.   Behind   the 
  house soared the peaks of the Sierra Nevada. It was idyllic, Marcus heard 
  Leah give a sigh of sheer pleasure. She whispered.
          "Joshua - this is so beautiful."
        For the first time, there was a response - a flash of affection. Marcus 
  wondered   why   the   man   was   so   determined   to   remain   strictly   correct, 
  especially   in   the   company  of   others.   If   he   had   serious   intentions   towards 
  Leah, it wasn't something he could expect to keep hidden for long.
        "I'm so glad you like it, Leah!"
          Marcus   felt   that   he   ought   not   to   be   there,   but   he   had   nowhere   to 
  retreat.
        "Now, you must come and meet my little tyrant!"
        His   voice   had   changed,   the   apprehension   had   returned.   He   took 
  Leah's arm and escorted her towards the main entrance of the house. They 
  entered under a portico of ionic columns and then through open doors into a 
  large reception hall. Marcus was reminded of the anteroom to a museum. It 
  had about the same degree of warmth. There were a number of doors leading 
  off to each side and to the rear. Joshua hesitated and then made up his mind. 
  He led the way towards one at the rear.
        The   room   they   entered   was   a   total   contrast   to   the   foyer.   It   was 
  furnished so delicately that it was almost nebulous. It was a comfortable room 
  - a lady's room. In the centre of the floor, as if commanding a hidden army, 
  stood a very tiny and aged lady. There was nothing distinctive about the way 
  she was dressed. Her tunic was simplicity itself, nothing ostentatious, there 
  was not even the smallest ornament. Her hair was cropped short as if she 
  couldn't be bothered with the problem of dressing it. It was as white as snow. 
  It was her face  which  immediately attracted  Marcus's attention.  It  wore an 
  expression   of   utter   love   and   eagerness,   like   that   of   a   child   expecting   a 
  wonderful surprise.
          Joshua   had   relinquished   Leah's   arm   before   they   had   entered   the 
  room. He hurried forward, bent down and kissed the old woman on the cheek.
          "Greetings, Maman. I have brought our guests to meet you."
        Her voice was surprisingly deep and steady, almost contradicting her 
  age.
          "Joshua, you spend too much time away from us - and now, you forget 
  your guests and leave them standing twiddling their fingers!"     



        It was the first time that Marcus had seen their host not in command - 
  he looked almost harassed.
          "Maman   -   this   is   Marcus   Steinbecker   -   from   distant   Salem   -   I 
  mentioned that he was paying us a visit - and this is Leah, also a Steinbecker 
  - who has accompanied him."  
        The old lady looked sharply at her son.
          "After so many centuries and you still can't make a proper introduction! 
  You are most welcome to our home, Leah and you too, Marcus! It is so nice 
  to   have   a   young   couple   sharing   our   home.   My   son   seems   to   have   little 
  inclination  to honour his old  mother with  grandchildren.  He says  he is too 
  busy   to   look   for   a   wife!   I   am  so   pleased   to   see   that   you   have   not   been 
  influenced  by the  thought  of that which  is  to  come. If I knew I was to  die 
  tomorrow, I would still plant trees today! But - I'm wandering, Joshua says its 
  a sign  of senility - I am Miriam Aristides and this young  rascal  is my only 
  son!"
          Marcus  waited   for  a   correction  from  Joshua,   who   suddenly   became 
  tongue tied. The opportunity passed. The old lady continued relentlessly.
        "I understand you are the assistant to Joel Steinbecker, Marcus. I hope 
  you share his views about the need to prepare for the release of Satan and I 
  hope you can talk some sense into this stubborn mule of a son of mine, who 
  persists in trying to duck for cover every time I mention the subject!"
        Her   sweetly   innocent   face   took   the   sting   out   of   her   words.   Marcus 
  smiled back at her, it was like listening to a female version of Joel - obviously 
  she didn't share her son's views on the subject of the future. She let go of his 
  hands and turned to Leah.
          "You   will   stay   and   talk   to   me,   my   dear.   As   usual,   these   young 
  cockerels leave the women standing whilst they crow to each other! Now, be 
  off the two of you. Joshua, show Marcus his quarters - and make sure they're 
  adequate for Leah also. I want to her to tell me everything that's happening 
  out there, beyond these prison walls!"
          Joshua rallied to defend himself.
        "To hear you talk, One would believe that I kept you locked up here! 
  How many times have I pleaded with you to come with me to Jerusalem?"
        "Do as I say, Joshua! Leah will entertain me!"

 


